
Definitions

Conservation:  Preserva-
tion, protection, or restora-
tion of the natural environ-
ment, natural ecosystems, 
vegetation, and wildlife

Aquatic: Living or growing 
on, in or near the water

Ecosystem: A biological 
community of interacting 
organisms and their physi-
cal environment

Biodiversity: The variety of 
plant and animal life in a 
given region

Background

“What Does A River Want To Do?” is a song about the countless things a river does for the liv-
ing and nonliving things in and around it. There are so many different plants and animals that use 
and receive rivers' gifts that each has a unique perspective about the river. A fish may experience 
the river very differently than a bird, for example. In this way, it is crucial that we understand the 
importance of conservation in keeping rivers healthy so that the diversity of living and nonliving 
things reliant on the river continue to play their own unique and vital roles in the ecosystem.  Much 
like the people living in each river’s watershed, rivers around the world are unique, dynamic and 
ever-changing places.

  
Materials 
Teacher-selected and/or student-researched books, newspa-
pers, and online sources about local rivers 
Local map 
Notebook paper 
Construction paper or poster board of various colors 
Drawing paper 
Markers, crayons, and/or colored pencils
Scissors 
Glue or paste 
Three-hole punch
Binder rings

Objective  
Students will collectively create a class biodiversity book about 
aquatic life in or near a local river. They will begin by identify-
ing rivers in their local area/county. Then they will research 
various kinds of plants and animals living in or near the rivers. 
Each student will write short summaries about the plants and 
animals they discover, draw pictures of the organisms they 
find, creatively guess what the plants and animals think the 
river would want to do, and compile their information into a 
book.

BioDiversity Book
Grades k-5

This activity was designed as a companion for the music video “What Does A River Want To Do?.”
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Instructions

Suggestion: Plan a class trip to your local library or seek assistance from your school librarian for this 
lesson.

1. Introduce biodiversity and discuss the wide variety of living organisms found in aquatic, particularly 
river, ecosystems.

2. Identify some rivers in your local area. Depending on your location, you may decide to identify riv-
ers by city, town, county, province, or state. 

3. Choose one or two rivers. Organize students into small groups. Tell students that half the groups will 
research information about animal life in or near the river(s); the other half will research information 
about plant life in or near the river(s). Instruct students that they will use the information they find to 
create a class conservation book about the animal and plant life in or near the river(s). 

4. Have the class use school, library, or online sources for their research. Collect images of animal and 
plant life, or have students draw pictures of the respective living things they find.

5. Have students write a short sum mal life they study. Younger students can write one sentence about 
each, while older students should target a full paragraph.  The students should end their paragraph 
with a sentence about what they imagine that plant or animal would think the river would want to do, 
as we find the animals in the song doing. For example: “Twists and turns, left and right,” “hops and 
jumps, up and down,” etc. 

6. Using construction paper, have students create a collage of each organism by cutting and pasting 
pictures and their summary paragraphs. Compile the pages into book format, holding the pages to-
gether by using a hole punch and binder rings. Keep the book in your classroom library.  

Variations

* For younger students (Grades K-2): Have students create a picture book about the animal and plant 
life in or near local rivers. 

* Instead of creating a book, you may choose to cut a long river out of several pieces of construction 
paper. Then paste, tape, or tack it to a wall or bulletin board and attach the entries along the length of 
the river.
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* Invite a guest speaker such as a DNR expert: Students usually listen attentively when guest experts 
come in to talk about local ecosystems, in this case rivers. As an alternative or supplement to book and 
internet research, local experts could give the students firsthand experiences and ideas about plant and 
animal life around a local river - what these creatures do, how they interact with each other, how we 
can help the different species locally, etc. Students may find it helpful to take notes while this speaker is 
talking to be able to include some of the information in their final conservation product

* Field trip to a local river: Instead of using mainly library or book research to gather information 
about the plants and animals in the target river’s ecosystem, schedule a half day field trip to go to the 
river and watch to see what creatures are there and what they do. Consider taking photographs of 
the life forms or have the students bring paper to color and write the assignment while observing the 
plants and animals

Additional Resources

For more information about river facts and formation, visit
http://woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/Homework/Grivers.html

Adapted from Local River Life activity  
http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/01-1/lp239_03.shtml
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